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Abstract

The interfacial structure of deformed stress induced martensite variants in the Ti-44.7 at.% Ni-9 at.% Nb alloy have been
investigated by high resolution electron microscopy. Bands conversions were revealed to happen inside the martensite variants to
accommodate the macroscopic strain. The evolution of twinning modes from (111( ) Type I to (001) compound Type, B011\
Type II and (111) Type I were found. These newly formed (001) deformation twins nucleate and grow inside the substructural
bands to perform the coalescence of substructural bands. It also causes the rearrangement of the unfavorably oriented bands. The
appearance of the B011\ Type II twinning plate seems to eliminate the stress concentration during the coalescence of martensite
bands. The (111) Type I twinning plate is also introduced to accommodate the shape deformation in different directions. © 1999
Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The deformation behavior and stress effects on TiNi
based alloys had been studied by conventional trans-
mission electron microscopy (CTEM) [1–3]. Since the
martensite in Ti–Ni based alloys is relatively small and
the orientation of the martensite would be complex
after deformation, the results achieved by the CTEM is
limited and difficult to be interpreted. Recently high
resolution electron microscopy (HREM) studies were
successfully conducted on the observations of the twin-
ning boundaries in Ti–Ni thermal martensite [4], it is
desirable to know the actual internal structure inside
the stress induced martensite (SIM) variants in Ti–Ni
based alloys on an atomic scale.

The Ti–Ni–Nb ternary alloys can achieve wide hys-
teresis intransformation temperature by the over-defor-
mation of SIM in a characteristic temperature to a
characteristic strain [5], so it is the suitable material to
study the SIM. Systematic studies had been carried out

on the microstructure [6,7], phase transformation [7,8]
and mechanical behavior [8–10]. In the present paper,
the microstructural evolution, especially the twinning
evolution, is revealed by HREM in the deformed SIM
variants in Ti–Ni–Nb alloy.

2. Experimental details

The experimental alloy has a composition of 46.3
at.% Ti, 44.7 at.% Ni and 9 at.% Nb. The resulting
ingots were hot swaged and rolled at 1123 K into 1 mm
thick sheets, which were cut into samples with the size
of 100×5×1 mm3. The specimens were annealed at
1123 K for 30 min in quartz capsules evacuated to 0.4
Pa and furnace cooled. The phase transformation tem-
peratures under this condition were determined to be
Mf=237 K, Ms=287 K, As=318 K and Af=333 K.
The specimens were tensile deformed to 8 and 24%,
respectively at its parent phase condition and then
unloaded. The parts within the gauge portions were cut
and mechanically polished to 50 mm thickness. The foils
were electrochemically polished by the twin jet method
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Fig. 1. (a) Bright field image of the substructure of the SIM variant; (b) EDPs taken from area A in (a), Electron beam //[1( 10]M,T; and (c) HREM
image of the (111( ) Type I twin boundary in the 8% deformed specimen.

in an electrolyte of 20% H2SO4 and 80% methanol
around 273 K. HREM observations were performed by
a JEOL-2000EXII electron microscope operated at 200
kV using a top-entry type double-tilt specimen stage
with angular ranges of 910°.

3. Results and discussion

As is well-known, SIM would be formed by applying
a stress on the parent phase. Fig. 1(a) shows the typical
morphology of the substructure of the SIM variant in
the 8% deformed specimen, with its corresponding dif-
fraction pattern shown in Fig. 1(b). Clearly, the SIM
variant is internally (111( ) Type I twin related. Fig. 1(c)
is the HREM image of this kind of (111( ) Type I
twinning boundary, which is straight and well-defined
as well as perfectly coherent, with no interfacial disloca-
tions observed near the interface.

With the increase of the extent of the tensile defor-
mation, the deformation morphologies become complex
and more deformation mechanisms are involved. Fig.
2(a) show the typical morphology inside deformed SIM
variants in the 24% deformed specimen. Strong stress
field contrasts could be found in Fig. 2(a), and many
needle-like structures could also be observed in the
substructural bands. Fig. 2(b) is the corresponding dif-
fraction patterns to Fig. 2(a), with its interpretation
shown in Fig. 2(c). Some enlarged HREM images of
local areas in Fig. 2(a) are shown in Fig. 2(d)–(f),
respectively. From Fig. 2, much of the information can
be extracted as follows:

(1) The coalescence of substructural bands is seen in
Fig. 2(a). Clearly bands B, D, F, H and J have favor-

able orientations whereas bands A, C, E, G and I under
unfavorable orientations. Upon the application of the
external stress, the widths of the favorably oriented
bands are increased. Taking the bands A–E as an
example, it can be suggested that the coalesced band D
consumes gradually the originally parallel regular bands
A and C from the left to the right, as shown in Fig.
2(d). Obviously, the boundary between the coalesced
region and the uncoalesced region is not sharp. The
needle-like plates in bands D could be indexed to be
(001) compound twins related to the matrix from which
they developed according to Fig. 2(c). The mechanism
for the formation of (001) compound twins had been
proposed by Kudoh et al. [11]. A (001) twin is created
by slip of a/2 on (001) plane because of the presence of
a partial pseudo-mirror, therefore a (001) compound
twin is easy to form. It can be proposed that the
coalescence of martensite bands proceeds through the
nucleation and growth of the (001) deformation twins.

(2) The rearrangement of SIM bands happens during
the tensile deformation. It can be noticed that bands E,
G and I adjust their orientation to different extents in
Fig. 2(a). The band E twist and gradually taper in the
deformed region, whereas the band G terminate within
the favorably oriented bands F and H, and the band I
is divided into several segments. Clearly the degree of
the rearrangement is determined by the quantities of
the (001) deformation twins formed in two neighboring
bands.

(3) Fig. 2(e) is the enlarged image of the local (111( )
Type I twin boundary between bands F, G and H.
Comparing with Fig. 1(c), the coherence of the (111( )
Type I twin interface is partly damaged, some atomic-
height steps can be found near the interface.
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Fig. 2. (a) HREM image of the typical deformed SIM bands; (b) corresponding EDPs to (a), Electron beam //[1( 10]M,T; (c) detailed
interpretation of the indices in (b); (d) enlarged HREM image of the area consisted of bands A–F in (a); (e) enlarged HREM image
showing the (111( ) Type I twinning boundary; and (f) enlarged HREM image of the area consisted of bands F–K in the 24%
deformed specimen.
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Fig. 2. (Continued)

(4) Some new kinds of deformation twins also ap-
pear. Fig. 2(f) shows the enlarged HREM image of the
area near the tip of the unfavorably oriented band G.
To the left of the band G, bands F and H are com-
pletely conjunct. There exists a transition area with a
certain structure between the conjunct region of band F
and H and the single region of band H, as indicated by
the dashed line in Fig. 2(e). It is found to be B011\
Type II twinning relationship with the band G. TheB
011\ Type II twin structure just separates the con-
junct and the nonconjunct regions, which suggests that
its formation is a result of a release of the stress
concentration that existed in the transition region. In
Fig. 2(a), the band K is found to be in (111) Type I
twinning relationship with the band J. The formation of
the (111) Type I twin plate is obviously formed to
accommodate the macroscopic shape deformation re-
sulting from the direction other than the [100] direction
of the martensite bands. The introduction of this kind
of wedge-like (111) Type I twin plate is akin to the
injection of foreign variants from other groups, ob-
served in the NiMn [12] and CuZnAl [13] alloys.

4. Conclusions

The substructure of the SIM variants at small tensile
deformation is found to consist mainly of (111( ) Type I
twin bands, with a straight and coherent boundary.
With the increase of the total tensile strain, band con-
versions happen inside the deformed SIM variants to
accommodate the macroscopic strain. The (111( ) Type I
twin boundary becomes stepped and partly loses its
coherence. The evolution of twinning modes from (111( )
Type I to (001) compound Type, B011\ Type II and

(111) Type I were found. The corresponding deforma-
tion mechanisms involve the coalescence of martensite
bands, the rearrangement of the martensite bands and
the introduction of new twinning plates to accommo-
date the internal stress concentration.
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